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Approach Skis are a foldable ski that come 
in a backpack. These skis are used for 
gaining access to remote locations and are 
popular with back country snowboarders. 
 
 

 
   BACK COUNTRY 

Avalanche Package 
Avalanche Packages are highly recommended 
for individuals enjoying the back country. These 
areas are usually untouched and fun to 
explore, but prone to avalanche and not 
accessible by emergency services. Avalanche 
packages are available as part of BC ski 
packages or on their own. Packages include a 
probe, shovel, and beacon. Beacons operate by 
emitting a radio pulse which can be picked up 
by other members of the group to find a 
person buried by avalanche. Probes can be 
used to locate persons beneath the snow, and 
shovels can test snow conditions or dig people 
out. Beacons should be worn on the waist or 
shoulders, not in a pack. It is recommended 
that you become familiar with these beacons 
and test them before you go on each trip.  
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Bindings are fairly simple and can be used 
with any boot, including snowboard boots. 
The ski features simple hinges to fold the 
ski in thirds, which are then secured with a 
pin. A skin attached to the bottom 
prevents the skier from sliding back.  



 
 
 
 
 

Back Country Ski 
 

  Split Board 

Split boards use a movable binding to switch 
between board and ski. To move this 
binding, pull the pin from the front of the 
binding and slide the binding off the mount.  

Split boards are a snowboard that can be 
split in half and used to ascend. The boards 
come with skins to line the base which 
prevent the ski from sliding back down. 
 

To release the boot pull up on the release 
lever and remove boot.  

Back country skis are used in remote locations where regular downhill or cross country skis 
can’t be used. These skis have the option to lock the boot into the binding for downhill skiing 
or unlock the rear of the binding and walk in the ski (similar to XC). This allows the skier access 
to back country locations otherwise unreachable.  

The first step in both walking and ski modes is to 
clip the toe in. There are two prongs on the binding 
that clip inward to fit the holes on the toe of the 
boot. To clip in, press the toe down on the lever on 
the binding until the prongs clip in securely. This 
may take a couple tries to get right.  
 
On the heel of the boot there are prongs that line 
up with the rear of the binding. You can clip in to 
set the binding to ski mode or pull the tab up and 
over to create a platform to rest the heel on and 
walk. Skins can be attached to the base of the ski to 
allow the skier to progress upwards without sliding 
back.  
 
To release, use the end of your pole to push down 
on the levers, front and rear, and pull the boot free 
of the prongs. 
 
These bindings can be a little tricky at first and renters 
are more than welcome to schedule a time to meet with 
our staff and become familiar with them! 


